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Summary/Abstract

What our app is for:

We have come to the conclusion that most of the mental health apps are aimed for adults and

not much aimed for teens and pre teens… we hope to solve this problem!

Why we are making this app-

This app is to help the young kids in our generation with mental health, and understanding

that mental health is something normal and should be normalised has well has talking about

mental health, like you are talking about the weather.

What we hope it can do-

We hope that this app will make someone's day better knowing that there is help out there for

them, and to let people know it is ok to ask for help, we want people to not only help themself

but others as well.

We want to create an app to help young people know and understand that mental health is a

thing that everyone has and sometimes it will be good and sometimes it won't be as good. We

want them to understand that if they need to lay in bed all day, it's ok because they need it to

get better and it doesn't matter how long you stay in bed, the only thing that matters is that

you will get through one way or another.

Research methodologies:

Survey-of a large sample of students from every year in the school 1st-6th year.

Online research into existing Apps out there.

Background Research in already existing apps.

● App: Stop, Breathe, and Think Kids. ...

● App: Middle School Confidential. ...

● App: Emotionary. ...

● App: Daniel Tiger's Grr-ific Feelings. ...

● App: For Me by Childline. ...

● App: Fabulous Self Care. ...

● App: Mindsh

● Best Overall: Moodfit.



● Best for Learning Coping Skills: MoodMission.

● Best for Therapy: Talkspace.

● Best for Stress Relief: Sanvello.

● Best for Meditation: Calm.

● Best Fun App: Happify.

● Best for Depression: Depression CBT Self-Help Guide.

● Best for BIPOC: Shine.

● App: Moodpath.

● Happify.

● Five Minute Journal

● Calm.

● WorkOut

● MindShift

● Mindfulness Coach

● SAM

The best fit for our purposes:

Moodkit:

The MoodKit Journal allows you to create, save, and export written notes about a variety

of mood-related activities and observations in everyday life. ... Additionally, the Journal

tool provides a central place where notes and summaries produced by MoodKit's other tools

can be accessed, compiled, and exported.

Moodpath

Moodpath: Depression and Anxiety is a written mood journal that uses progress reports and

health assessments for reflection and guidance on how to improve wellbeing. In addition, the

app uses written and audio exercises to help with anxiety and depression.



The survey -



Research outcomes and findings

We surveyed 60 student between the ages of 12 and 19

We found out only 6% of the people we surveyed use apps and we would like to change that

94% of people said they understood the term mental health, but only 51% did actually know

what mental health was.



Conclusions

● Our App will make a difference to people who are struggling with mental health it

might help them

● While young people think they know what mental health they found it very hard to

put it into words

Recommendations

● Develop the app further because it is worthwhile.

● That the app be free for all secondary school students to help them with their

understanding of mental health.
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